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Four lectures on closed string field theory
T Erler - Physics Reports, 2020 - Elsevier
These are notes for four lectures on the topic of closed string field theory (closed SFT). Videos of the lectures can be found by clicking here, though in four allotted slots I covered only the first two lectures. Even with all four lectures, the scope of what is covered is limited. The definitive ...

Cited by 2 Related articles All 3 versions

Four Lectures on Analytic Solutions in Open String Field Theory
The following notes derive from review lectures on the subject of analytic solutions in open string field theory, given at the School for String Field Theory and String Phenomenology at the Harish-Chandra Research Institute in February 2018 ... 3.1 Conformal Field Theory...

Cited by 1 Related articles All 2 versions

Fixing an ambiguity in two dimensional string theory using string field theory
A Sen - Journal of High Energy Physics, 2020 - Springer
A abstract In a recent paper, Balhazaur, Rodriguez and Yin found some remarkable agreement between the results of c = 1 matrix model and D-instanton corrections in two dimensional string theory. Their analysis left undetermined two constants in the string theory ...

Cited by 3 Related articles All 4 versions
Alternative access to articles (FinELib)

- Search for an article in the open access service
- Ask for help from the interlibrary loan service
- Request an article from a researcher
- Purchase an article

*Oulu university Interlibrary loan service*
Subject guides
libguides.oulu.fi
Subject guides / Discipline specific information sources

- Archaeology and Cultural Anthropology
- Architecture
- Art: Film Studies & Art History
- Biochemistry and molecular medicine
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Civil Engineering
- Economic Sciences and Business Studies
- Education and psychology
- Electronics and Communications Engineering
- Environmental Engineering
- Geography
- Geology
- History
- Industrial Engineering and Management
- Information Engineering
- Information Processing Science
- Information Studies and Science Communication
- Linguistics
- Literature
- Logistics
- Mathematics
- Meteorology
- Medical
- Mineralogy
- Nursing
- Physics
- Psychology
- Proteomics
- Saami Studies

Key databases

- Scopus
  Multi scientific abstract and citation database: journals, conference papers, trade publications, book series, patents. With SFX link you can see whether the item is available electronically and link directly to the full-text.
  Scopus quick guide | Rights to use | More information about the database

- Web of Science
  Multidisciplinary abstract and citation database: journals and journal and book-based proceedings. With SFX link you can see whether the item is available electronically and link directly to the full-text.
  Web of Science quick guide | Rights to use | More information about the database more...

- PubMed (Medline)
  Free Medline-database. PubMed quick guide
  more...
Subject guides / Support for studies and research

- Acta theses guide
- Choosing a publication channel
- Departmental publication series and ISBN identifiers
- Evaluation based on scientific publishing
- Finding scientific information
- New student's library guide
- Open access publishing
- Research data
- Research visibility
- Teacher's guide
- Theses guide
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Library research support

https://www.oulu.fi/library/researchsupport
Publishing, research data management and visibility of research

Help in information searching

For new researchers and teachers

Library service kit
Information about library services for new researchers and teachers.
Visibility improves scientific impact
Boost your citation count - Ensure findability of your papers

• Formulate title, abstract and keywords with caution
• Choose quality publication channels
  - JuFo (Publication Forum) levels 2 and 3
  - publications indexed in Scopus and/or Web of Science
• Open your research results
• Maintain your researcher profiles
  - ORCID, Scopus, Google Scholar
• Advertise your research projects and publications
  - ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Mendeley, Twitter, Facebook
  - In social media, remember copyright issues!!
Responsible research: publications, data, metrics and merits (2 cr)

- Finding scientific information
- Reference management
- Evaluation of publications based on quantitative and qualitative methods
- Visibility of researchers and research
- Choosing publication channel
- Open access publishing
- Managing of research data

Registration in WebOodi (920003J)

Spring group in Finnish (6.4.-18.5.)

Autumn group in English
Contact us

Call, chat, send email, book an appointment

Information services: informationservice@oulu.fi

Bibliometric services: bibliometriikka@oulu.fi

Publishing and Acta-series: acta.toimitus@oulu.fi

Oulun yliopisto tutkii database (SoleCRIS): oy.tutkii@oulu.fi

Open publishing, self-archiving: openpublishing@oulu.fi

Open data: researchdata@oulu.fi